and very high electromechanical coupling factor (>90%). They were already used in high end medical imaging transducers, and may lead to revolutionary changes in next generation sensors, actuators, and other electromechanical devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] In order to understand the origin of such large electromechanical properties in multidomain states, it is necessary to know the complete set of single domain properties. Such data will also allow theoretical explorations on the optimum orientation cut. [5] [6] [7] However, it was found that all binary PMN-PT and PZN-PT single crystals cannot maintain the single domain state without bias. Up to date, there is only one set of single domain data for binary systems in the literature, i.e., [111] 3 (0.26PIN-0.46PMN-0.28PT) ternary single crystal under dc bias. 9 They have also estimated the external field influence and found that the application of the dc bias will cause about 5% and 10% changes in the elastic compliance s E 11 and elastic constant c D 33 , respectively. 9 This means that the corresponding calculations based on the biased data will not give accurate account for the orientation contribution in the multidomain crystals. The relaxor-based ferroelectric ternary xPb(In 1/ 2 Nb 1/2 )O 3 -(1-x-y)Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -yPbTiO 3 (PIN-PMN-PT) single crystal system shows much higher coercive fields (E C $ 5-6 kV/cm) than that of PMN-PT single crystals (E C $ 2-3 kV/cm). 10, 11 Through proper poling procedure, we were able to stabilize the single domain state in 0. . Samples of desired geometries were cut from the same slice of a crystal boule with uniform composition. Each sample was polished into parallelepiped shape with the three pairs of surfaces along [ For the rhombohedral 3m symmetry, there are total 12 independent material constants to be determined: 6 elastic, 4 piezoelectric, and 2 dielectric constants. We used combined resonance and ultrasonic methods together with capacitance measurements to get 17 independent combinations, which allowed us to determine uniquely these coefficients with high degree of self-consistency. Self-consistency is of vital importance in the complete set of material properties. Lack of selfconsistency will lead to wrong simulated designs and create conceptual confusions as discussed recently in Refs. 13 and 14.
In resonance measurements, the dimensions and geometries of vibrators were specified by the IEEE standards on piezoelectricity. 15 The resonance and anti-resonance frequencies were obtained by an HP 4194A impedance-phase gain analyzer, which were used to calculate the electromechanical coupling factors k 31 , k 33 , k t , piezoelectric strain constants d 31 , d 33 , elastic compliance constants s As shown in Fig. 1 single crystal. In fact, the electromechanical coupling factor k 33 is exactly the same. This shows that the orientation effect plays a major role in the multidomain material properties of this relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystal, particularly for longitudinal properties.
In summary, we have measured a complete set of elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric constants of single-domain 0.24PIN-0.49PMN-0.27PT ternary single crystal poled along [111] c in natural conditions by using combined resonance and ultrasonic methods.
Up to date, no other complete sets of material constants for relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystals, including both binary and ternary systems, have been reported in the literature. The unbiased completed set of single domain data allowed us to get more accurate account of the contributions from orientation effects in the mutidomain properties through matrix transformation. In the longitudinal coefficients, the orientation effects play the dominant role, particularly for the giant piezoelectric d 33 coefficient and the very large electromechanical coupling factor k 33 . 
